EURO-STYLE STAINLESS 36" TELESCOPING DOWNDRAFT
VENTILATION

JXD7036YS

Signature Features
600 CFM HIGHPERFORMANCE BLOWER
A single centrifugal blower
motor design allows the
ventilation system to operate at
up to 600 CFM to quickly
remove smoke, steam and
cooking odors.
FOUR FAN SPEED
SETTINGS
Four different settings on this
luxury telescoping downdraft
ventilation allow you to control
the ventilation level for
optimum performance and
energy efficiency.

14-INCH RISE

REVERSIBLE MOTOR BOX

For maximum effectiveness, the
telescoping downdraft extends
14 inches from the countertop to
efficiently capture smoke, steam
and cooking odors while you
cook.

Designed for flexibility, the
reversible motor box can be
positioned to face the front or
back of cabinets to
accommodate more installation
options.

DISHWASHER-SAFE
PREMIUM MESH FILTERS

6-INCH ROUND EXTERIOR
VENTING

These aluminum mesh filters,
which effectively capture
smoke, grease and cooking
odors as they’re drawn through
the hood, can be easily cleaned
in the dishwasher.

The 6-inch round exterior
ventilation system allows
ductwork to extend through an
outer wall or the roof of a home.

Dimensions

AUTOMATIC SHUTOFF
WHEN RETRACTED

The 3¼" x 10" rectangular
exterior ventilation system
allows ductwork to extend
through an outer wall or the roof
of a home.

This luxury telescoping
downdraft ventilation achieves
its sleek appearance with
controls that are hidden from
sight.

Height: 28-7/8 in
Width: 36.0 in

HIDDEN SLIDE CONTROLS
3 1/4" X 10"
RECTANGULAR
EXTERIOR VENTING

Depth: 20.0 in

This feature provides peace of
mind by ensuring that the
blower will always be turned off
once the hood has been lowered
into the countertop.

Controls

Location of Controls: Hidden
Design Type

Design Expression: Stainless Steel

Technical Specifications

Configuration and Overview

Ventilation System

Size: 36 in

Number of Speeds: 4

Hood Type: Retractable Downdraft

GDS

Ventilation System
isBaseUnit: true
Sound Max Speed Sones: 7-9/10

GPC Code: 10005322

Blower Type: Centrifugal

isConsumerUnit: true

Filters: Grease Filters

IsInvoiceUnit: true

Duct Direction: Vertical

IsOrderableUnit: true

Duct Outlet Size: 3 1/4 x 10

Product Type: EA

Duct Type: Round

UDEX: 1100642102
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